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Abstract

Background: Cloperastine, a widely used antihistamine drug in the treatment of cough, has been postulated as a potential 
treatment for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) as this drug modulates Sigma-1 receptor, a potential drug target.
Objective: Efficacy of cloperastine (used as antitussive) evaluated according to the duration of COVID-19 symptoms in general 
medicine.
Methodology: A case-control study (cases: duration of symptoms <= 13 days; the mean duration of all patients. And controls: 
duration of symptoms > 13 days) was conducted in patients with COVID-19 confirmed with PCR, who consulted in general 
medicine office at a health center in Toledo, Spain, from March 1 to August 31, 2020, and the previous history was sought of 
exposure to the prescription factor of cloperastine.
Results: 74 patients were included, 43 cases (COVID-19 with improvement or cure <= 13 days) and 31 controls (COVID-19 
with improvement or cure > 13 days or death). No statistically significant difference was found in exposure to cloperastine 
between cases and controls: Among the cases there were 18 patients exposed to cloperastine (42%); among the controls there 
were 12 patients exposed to cloperastine (39%) (X2 = 0.0742; p = .785336. NS).
Conclusion: In the context of general medicine in Toledo (Spain), during the exponential growth phase of COVID-19 outbreak 
(March-May 2020) and the subsequent outbreaks (July and August 2020), the previous exposure to cloperastine was not 
significantly associated with improvement or early cure in COVID-19 patients. Due to the design of the study, this finding 
should be considered as preliminary or exploratory and be confirmed or refuted by clinical trials. However, the result is in line 
with what is observed naturally in Spain, where it is frequently used cloperastine, but with high mortality data. It is suggested 
that the efficacy of cloperastine against COVID-19, if it exists, will be modest, and possibly of little clinical-epidemiological 
value.
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Introduction

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization 
declared the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak a 
pandemic. To date, the 2019 coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 
pandemic has caused more than 34 million cases and more 
than 1 million deaths worldwide [1-6]. In just over six months, 
numerous pharmacological and non-pharmacological 
interventions have been implemented to try to limit patient 
exposure, stop the spread and provide medical treatments to 
those infected [7,8]. However, there is currently no vaccine 
or effective medical treatment for COVID-19, and treatment 
algorithms have included treatments for which data from 
randomized trials were not available. It can be said as of this 
writing that the only pharmacological interventions with 
proven benefit in this early stage of the pandemic include the 
use of immunomodulatory therapies in patients with severe 
respiratory problems (ventilated or oxygen dependent): 
remdesivir and dexamethasone [9,10].

However, on the one hand, the growing burden of 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has led to the massive 
use of other drugs with uncertain or unproven effects 
such as hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin, ivermectin, 
tocilizumab, and Interferon-β [11-13]. In addition there are 
anecdotal suggestions about indomethacin, celecoxib, zinc, 
dipyridamole, vitamin D, fenofibrate, vitamin C, etc. And, on 
the other hand, the drugs for which the first useful results 
are obtained refer to hospitalized and seriously ill patients. 
Thus, with respect to remdesivir, it is suggested that this drug 
shortens the course of the disease for hospitalized patients 
and reduces the risk of death by up to 62% in critically ill 
patients; so, viral infection develops less quickly and patients 
in severe state recover an average of four days earlier than 
usual, conferring a modest clinical benefit for patients and 
the clinical significance of these findings is uncertain [14,15]. 
And, with respect to dexamethasone, it reduced death rates 
by about a third among seriously ill hospitalized COVID-19 
patients [13].

Thus, none of these interventions is applicable at the 
onset of the disease or at the community level at the general 
medicine (GM) level. Therefore, it would be a good question 
to ask about outpatient treatment of mild-moderate disease. 
This is where research and publications are lacking. All there 
is “anecdotal” evidence. It should be borne in mind that all 
severe and critical COVID-19 patients were previously mild 
or moderate COVID-19 patients or uninfected citizens. It 
must be taken into account that the strategies to develop 
a new therapy will require a lot of time and very extensive 
resources. Therefore, drug reuse has become an ideal 
strategy towards a smart, versatile and rapid way of possible 
COVID-19 treatments [16,17]. Thus, drugs whose operation 

has already been tested in people -even against other viruses 
or in other indications- are the ones that are most likely to be 
used in the short term [14]. In this context, a study carried 
out by researchers from the US and Hong Kong has indicated 
the existence of a certain number of compounds that could 
be potential viral blockers of the severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus type 2 (SARS-CoV-2) causing of 
COVID-19. The study, carried out on a total of 12,000 
compounds, has obtained 100 “good candidates” with the 
potential to block the viral replication of SARS-CoV-2 [18].

SARSCoV2 has been found to manipulate cells by 
blocking at least 332 of its own proteins; In this way the 
virus causes the host cells to produce new viruses. They are 
housed in a pair of proteins known as receptor Sigma-1 (Sig-
1R) and Sigma-2 (Sig-2R). These receptors are part of the 
cell’s communication network and help it resist stress in its 
environment. However, it is not really known why SARSCoV2 
needs to manipulate Sigma receptors. One possibility is 
that the virus uses Sigma receptors to make a cell produce 
more of the oily molecules that form membranes for new 
viruses. Among the substances that act on Sigma receptors 
and block the virus, is cloperastine [17]. Thus, it has been 
postulated that drugs that modulate proteins within the cell 
through Sig-1R and Sig-2R, including the antihistamine used 
as antitussive, cloperastin, would be promising agents to 
effectively reduce viral infectivity in COVID-19 [18,19].

Cloperastine is an antihistamine, but it has other effects, 
in addition to modulating Sig-1R: inhibiting SGLT1blocking 
glucose uptake in lung cells [20], and acting on other various 
cell receptors or channels [21,22]. However, cloperastine has 
only been tested against the virus in laboratory experiments, 
and a 20% or 30% reduction in virus has been reported, 
which is a modest or very modest reduction [20].

Cloperastine was first studied at the University of Tokyo 
and was introduced in Japan in the 70s of the last century 
[23]. It is a derivative of diphenhydramine. Scientists found 
that this substance had a more effective effect than codeine, 
which has been used for years to treat coughs. Cloperastine 
is marketed worldwide and especially by countries in North 
America, Europe, Japan, Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 
Africa and Australia [24,25]. Cloperastine is a widely used 
drug in the treatment of acute and chronic cough in pediatric 
and adults patients, having a dual mechanism of action at the 
central bulbar cough center and at peripheral receptors in 
the tracheobronchial tree. Chemically, it has antihistaminic 
properties related to an ethylamine moiety, which is common 
to anticholinergic agents [26].

The prescription of cough suppressants, including 
cloperastine, is frequent in some countries, mainly Japan 
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[20,27] and in Spain, where it is available, can be obtained 
without a prescription (it is not funded by the Public Health 
System), and where it is prescribed and used frequently 
[28,29]. And even clinical guidelines usually recommend 
it for the treatment of dry cough in adults, the elderly, and 
children over two years of age, pointing out cloperastine as 
the best option, preferably as an antitussive over codeine, its 
synthetic derivative dextromethorphan, and mucoilitics such 
as methyl arahydroxybenzoate sodium salt, ambroxol, etc 
[30-32].

It is evident that cough is a frequent reason for 
consultation in emergency services, GM and pediatrics that 
entails a significant consumption of cough suppressants 
[27,33]. Cough constitutes an impressive expression of the 
normal defense mechanisms of the respiratory system. 
Cloperastine has been investigated in various types of cough 
and, unlike codeine, has been shown to possess dual activity. 
It also acts as a mild bronchorelaxant and has antihistaminic 
activity [23].

But, coughing is also one of the top three symptoms 
of COVID-19 [34]. While a wide range of symptoms can 
accompany to COVID-19, the majority of patients exhibit 
one of three symptoms: fever, cough, and shortness of breath 
(96% of patients have fever, cough, or shortness of breathe). 
And the most common symptom was cough (84%) followed 
by fever (80%) [35]. Thus, cloperastine, being an antitussive 
and an antihistamine, already has the correct indication in 
COVID-19, especially at the level of GM or out-of-hospital, 
where patients with less severe COVID-19 are treated.

On the other hand, randomized clinical trials continue 
to be the best available method for understanding the causal 
relationship between an intervention and subsequent 
outcome. But, in the absence of these data, patients, 
families, doctors and the health system are forced to rely 
on common sense and observation. Although, the urgent 
need for effective treatment has led to multiple proposed 
therapies with a plausible mechanism (common sense) and 
potential benefits, data based on the best possible evidence 
are accurate [36]. In this scenario, a small preliminary study 
of cases and controls (COVID-19 patients with improvement 
/ cure or without improvement/cure) exposed or not 
previously to cloperastine is presented, carried out in a 
GM consultation in Toledo (Spain) with the aim of initially 
exploring the usefulness of this drug, which is available over 
the counter and widely used in Spain as an antitussive.

Material and Methods

A longitudinal, retrospective, analytical and 
observational case-control study was carried out, in which, 

based on the presence or absence of improvement / cure, 
a previous history of exposure to the prescribing factor of 
cloperastine was sought in patients with COVID-19 confirmed 
with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) oropharyngeal. As 
cloperastine is a frequently used antitussive in Spain and 
in the consultation object of the study, the study design was 
retrospective and therefore it was not a clinical trial: the GP 
prescribed cloperastin to patients with COVID-19 with cough 
as symptomatic treatment. At the initial moment of the data 
studied, the author was not aware that cloperastine could 
have any effect on COVID-19, and it was not prescribed in 
order to analyze its results; this decision was later, and thus, 
with retrospective data collection.

The study was conducted at a GM consultation in the 
Santa Maria de Benquerencia Health Center, Toledo, Spain, 
was conducted, which has a list of 2,000 patients> 14 years 
of age (in Spain, general practitioners -GPs- care for people> 
= 14 years of age, except for exceptions requested by the 
child’s family and accepted by the GP), from March 15, 2020 
to August 31, 2020. Because of at the beginning of outbreak 
diagnostic tests were not available at the primary care level, 
since the instructions indicated that diagnostic test for SARS-
CoV-2 be performed at people with a clinical picture of acute 
respiratory infection admitted to the hospital. Similarly, 
routine diagnostic tests are not performed on contacts 
[36,37]. It was since May 19, 2020 PCR began to be carried 
out on suspected COVID-19 cases in GM. In this way, patients 
undergoing follow-up after diagnosis at the hospital were 
initially cared for, and later also patients diagnosed in GM.

Inclusion Criteria

All patients with COVID-19 confirmed with PCR from 
March 1 to August 31, 2020 who could be followed in their 
evolution in the consultation object of the study. Only cases 
of patients who belonged to the office list of patients and 
for whom data were available on their entire clinic course, 
from start to “cure” or death (hospital data including), 
were included; During this period, other cases of COVID-19, 
belonging to other surgeries, were attended occasionally due 
to the absence of their usual GP.

Definition of Result

Patient-reported outcomes self-assessments of patient 
health status are central to COVID-19 response, recovery, 
and resilience [38]. Based on this criterion, the result was 
the duration of the disease assessed by the number of 
days of duration from the onset to the disappearance of 
symptoms, reported and assessed by the patient. The result 
was quantitatively defined as follows: the arithmetic mean of 
the sick days of all the patients studied (except the deceased) 
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was calculated, which showed a mean of 13 days. It was 
considered as “improvement or cure” when the number 
of days of illness were less than or equal to the arithmetic 
mean of days of illness of the total of patients (13 days; which 
supposes the center of gravity of a distribution) and it was 
considered “no improvement or no cure” when the number 
of sick days was greater than or equal to the arithmetic mean 
(>13) of sick days of all patients, or death had occurred.

Definition of Case and Control

Thus, “case” was defined as any patient who presented 
“improvement or cure” (duration of symptoms <= 13 days), 
and “control” was defined as any patient who presented “no 
improvement or no cure” (duration of symptoms> 13 days) 
of illness

Sample Size

Sample size was calculated for unpaired case-control 
studies for a Two-sided Confidence Level (1-alpha) of 
95, a Power (% probability of detection) of 80, a Ratio of 
controls per case of 1, a Hypothetical ratio of controls with 
30% exposure, Hypothetical proportion of cases with 65% 
exposure, Total Sample Size (Kelsey) should be 64; 32 cases 
and 32 controls [39].

Collected Variables

The following variables were collected: days duration of 
symptoms, age, sex, symptoms, severity, treatments different 
from cloperastine in the course of COVID-19 disease, and 
chronic diseases (defined as “any alteration or deviation from 
normal that has one or more of the following characteristics: 
is permanent, leaves residual impairment, is caused by a non-
reversible pathological alteration, requires special training 
of the patient for rehabilitation, and / or can be expected to 
require a long period of control, observation or treatment” 
[40-42], classified according to the International Statistical 
Classification of Diseases and Health-Related Problems, CD-
10 Version: 2019 [43].

The severity classification was based on 4 levels 
according to severity of symptoms: mild, moderate, severe 
and critical. Mild patient that only showed as mild symptoms 
in without radiographic feature; Moderate patient showed as 
fever, respiratory symptoms & radiographic feature; Severe 
cases of meeting one of three criteria such as dyspnea, 
respiratory rate> 30 times / min; oxygen saturation <93% in 
ambient air; PaO2 / FiO2 <300 mmHg; For critical patient also 
meet one of three criteria such as respiratory failure; septic 

shock; multiple organ failure [44]. The classification of these 
cases to mild, moderate and severe depends on a subjective 
evaluation that in some cases was carried out remotely 
[45]. In the cases that required hospitalization, hospital 
reports were used to obtain the data. Following previous 
communications on the minor importance of the radiological 
examination as a diagnostic tool [46,47], X-rays and other 
imaging tests were not performed systematically in all cases.

Guidelines for the management of suspected or confirmed 
cases in the community were followed. These guidelines 
recommend minimizing personal consultation and limited 
examination unless necessary (limited examination means 
that auscultation is not essential, and a rapid diagnosis of 
pneumonia could be made based on confusion, temperature, 
respiratory rate and heart rate, which are the clinical 
observations that are readily available to professionals in 
primary health care). So, the most of the consultations with 
patients were remote or telemedicine consultations [48,49].

Statistical Analysis

The bivariate comparisons were performed using the 
Chi Square test (X2), X2 with Yates correction or Fisher Exact 
Test, for percentages, and the Student t test for the mean.

Results

74 patients were included, 43 cases (COVID-19 with 
improvement or cure <= 13 days) and 31 controls (COVID-19 
with improvement or cure> 13 days or death). There were 
4 patients who died. Both groups did not differ by sex: 23 
(54%) were women in the group of cases, and 14 (45%) in the 
group of controls, and 20 (46%) men in cases and 17 (55%) 
in controls (X2 = 0.4996; p = .479665. NS). Likewise, both 
groups did not differ according to those under 65: 40 (93%) 
in cases and 23 (74%) in controls (X2 with Yates correction= 
3.6686; p= .055448. NS); but the mean age was lower in the 
group of cases. There were no differences between cases and 
controls for COVID-19 symptoms, except that the cases had 
fewer mental symptoms. On the other hand, the cases did 
differ from the controls in that they presented less severity: 
in the cases, patients with mild-moderate severity were 41 
(95%) vs. 20 (65%) in controls (X2 = 11.8253; p = .000584. 
Significant at p <.05) (Table 1). The cases and controls did 
not differ by prevalence of chronic diseases, except that the 
cases presented fewer diseases of the circulatory system 
(Table 2). Regarding the treatments received for COVID-19 
(except cloperastine), there were no statistically significant 
differences between cases and controls, except that the cases 
received more analgesic drugs (Table 3).
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Variables n=74
Cases (Time To 

Improvement Or Healing <= 
13 Days) n=43

Controls (Time To 
Improvement Or Cure> 
13 Days Or Death) n=31

Statistical Significance

Exposed to Cloperastine 18 (42) 12 (39) X2 = 0.0742; p= .785336. NS

Symptom duration 
(arithmetic mean and 
standard deviation)

5.7 +- 4.0 24.9 +- 10.1 t = -11.10655; p < .00001.

Age (arithmetic mean and 
Standard deviation) 35.0 +- 18.4 50.7 +- 15.8 t = -3.81578; p= .000142. 

NS

<65 years 40 (93) 23 (74) X2 with Yates correction= 
3.6686; p= .055448. NS

Women 23 (54) 14 (45) X2= 0.4996; p= .479665. NS
Respiratory symptoms * 

(cough, dyspnea, chest pain) 24 (32) 40 (33) X2= 0.0026; p= .959088. NS

General symptoms * 
(fever, asthenia, general 
pain, arthralgia, myalgia, 

headache)

34 (46) 41 (34) X2=2.9689; p = .084882. NS

ENT symptoms * 
(odynophagia, ageusia, 
anosmia, rhinorrhoea)

8 (11) 11 (9) X2= 0.1694; p = .680627. NS

Digestive symptoms * 
(anorexia, nausea, vomiting, 

diarrhea, dysphagia)
3 (4) 10 (8) X2 with Yates correction= 

0.6952; p= .404413. NS

Dermatological symptoms 
* (chilblains / blisters, 

petechiae)
0 2 (2) Fisher exact test= 0.5276. 

NS

Neurological symptoms *
5 (7) 10 (8) X2= 0.1351; p= .713162. NS(headache, dizziness, 

tremor)

Mental symptoms * (anxiety, 
grief, insomnia) 0 8 (7) Fisher exact test= 0.0256. 

Significant at p < .05.

TOTAL symptoms (n=196) 74 (100) 122 (100)

Mild-Moderate Severity 41 (95) 20 (65) X2= 11.8253; p = .000584. 
Significant at p < .05.

Severe-Critical Severity 2 (5) 11 (35) X2= 11.8253; p= .000584. 
Significant at p < .05.

( ): Denotes percentages
*Patients could have more than one symptom. The percentages of the symptoms are on the total of symptoms of cases and 
controls
NS: Not significant at p < .05.
Table 1: Description of the Variables in Cases (Improvement or Cure Time <= 13 Days) and Controls (Improvement or Cure 
Time> 13 Days or Death).
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Chronic Diseases according 
to who, Icd-10 Groups n=74

Cases (Time to 
Improvement or Healing <= 

13 Days) n=43

Controls (Time to 
Improvement or Cure Time> 

13 Days or Death) n=31
Statistical Significance

-II Neoplasms 1 (2) 1 (2) Fisher exact test = 1. NS

-IV Endocrine 11 (23) 12 (21) X2= 0.0827; p= .773665. 
NS

-V Mental 3 (6) 6 (10) X2= 0.5594; p= .454493. 
NS

-VI-VIII Nervous and Senses 6 (13) 1 (2) X2 with Yates correction 
= 3.376; p= .066152. NS

-IX Circulatory system 4 (9) 13 (23)
X2 = 3.8503; p= 

.049738. Significant at 
p < .05

-X Respiratory system 3 (6) 8 (14)
X2 with Yates correction 

= 0.8883; p= .345934. 
NS

-XI Digestive system 4 (9) 6 (10) X2 with Yates correction 
= 0.0002. NS

-XII Diseases of the skin 2 (4) 1 (2) Fisher exact test = 
0.5881. NS

-XIII Musculo-skeletal 6 (13) 4 (7) X2 with Yates correction 
= 0.4297. NS

-XIV Genitourinary 7 (15) 5 (9) X2= 0.9458; p= .330802. 
NS

TOTAL=104 * 47 (100) 57 (100)

( ): Denotes percentages
*Patients could have more than one chronic disease. The percentages of chronic diseases are over the total of chronic diseases 
of cases and controls
Table 2: Distribution of Chronic Diseases in Cases (Time to Improvement or Cure <= 13 Days) and Controls (Time To Improvement 
or Cure> 13 Days Or Death).

Treatments (other than 
Cloperastine) n=74

Cases (Time to 
Improvement or 

Healing <= 13 Days) 
n=43

Controls (Time to 
Improvement or Cure Time> 

13 Days or Death) n=31
Statistical Significance

ANALGESIC DRUGS 
(paracetamol [acetaminofen], 

metamizol))
17 (55) 12 (16) X2 = 16.6483; p= .000045. 

Significant at p < .05.

NSAIDs 4 (13) 3 (4) Fisher exact test = 0.1904. 
NS

CODEINE 1 (3) 2 (3) Fisher exact test = 1. NS
MUCOLYTICS (Carbocysteine, 
Acetylcysteine, Bromhexine, 

Ambroxol)
2 (6) 2 (3) Fisher exact test = 0.5786.

BRONCHODILATORS 
(Salbutamol, Ipratropium) 2 (7) 8 (10) X2 with Yates correction = 

0.0962. p = .756476. NS
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ANTIBIOTICS
4 (13) 20 (26) X2 = 2.3722. p = .12351. NS(Azithromycin, Ceftriazone, 

Linezolid)

HYDROXYCHLOROCINE 0 7 (9) Fisher exact test = 0.1032. 
NS

ANTIRETROVIRALS (Lopinavir, 
ritonavir) 0 8 (11) Fisher exact test = 0.1014. 

NS
BIOLOGICAL DRUGS 

(tocilizumab) 0 3 (4) Fisher exact test = 0.5541. 
NS

CORTICOSTEROIDS 0 3 (4) Fisher exact test = 0.5541. 
NS

ANTIEMETICS 0 2 (3) Fisher exact test = 1. NS
PROTON-PUMP INHIBITOR 0 2 (3) Fisher exact test = 1. NS
LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT 

HEPARIN 1 (3) 2 (3) Fisher exact test = 1. NS

IMMUNOGLOBULINS 0 1 (1) Fisher exact test = 1. NS

TOTAL (n=106)* 31 (100) 75 (100)

Table 3: Description of Treatments for Covid-10 in Cases (Time of Improvement or Cure <= 13 Days) and Controls (Time Of 
Improvement or Cure> 13 Days or Death).

As main result, no statistically significant difference was 
found in exposure to cloperastine between cases and controls: 
Among the cases (COVID-19 with improvement or cure <= 
13 days) there were 18 patients exposed to cloperastine 

(42%); among the controls (COVID-19 with improvement or 
cure> 13 days or death) there were 12 patients exposed to 
cloperastine (39%) (X2 = 0.0742; p= .785336. NS) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Exposure to Cloperastine in Cases and Controls.
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Discussion

Cloperastine is theoretically a promising drug for 
effectively reducing viral infectivity. An international effort 
that includes researchers from the University of California, 
San Francisco (UCSF), the Gladstone Institutes, the Icahn 
School of Medicine at Mount Sinai and the Institut Pasteur 
(Paris) revealed promising compounds for clinical trials 
against COVID-19: Some Medications can fight COVID-19 
while others promote infectivity. By looking at a list of drugs 
that interact with the protein blueprint, the UCSF researchers 
led studies using chemical biology and computational 
approaches. Two categories of drugs emerged as promising 
agents to effectively reduce viral infectivity: protein 
translation inhibitors (including zotatifine and ternatine-4 / 
plitidepsin) and drugs that modulate proteins within the cell 
known as Sig-1R and Sigma2. Including progesterone, PB28, 
PD-144418, hydroxychloroquine; the antipsychotic drugs 
haloperidol and cloperazine; siramesin, an antidepressant 
and anxiolytic drug; and the antihistamines clemastine and 
cloperastine. In this context, cloperastine would have been 
shown to be effective in interrupting the replication of the 
coronavirus in monkey cells, with a 20% or 30% reduction 
in the virus reported in the laboratory, but so far the drug 
has not been tested in humans against this infection. In our 
study, the prescription of cloperastine was motivated by 
clinical reasons (cough, itchy throat, pharyngeal secretions, 
hoarseness, etc.), and not for the purpose of a clinical trial to 
evaluate its efficacy in COVID-19.

Mechanisms of Action of Cloperastine

Cloperastine is marketed as a cough suppressant mainly 
in Japan, Hong Kong, and in some European countries, 
such as Spain and Italy [23,50-54]. The precise mechanism 
of action of cloperastin is not completely clear, but several 
different biological activities have been identified for the 
drug, including: Sig-1R ligand (probably an agonist) [55], 
GIRK channel blocker [56-59], antihistamine action (for the 
H1 receptor) [23,55] and anticholinergic [23,60]. The last 
two properties are believed to contribute to side effects, 
such as sedation and drowsiness, while the first two may 
be involved or responsible for the antitussive efficacy of 
cloperastine [61].

The Sigma-1 Receptor (Sig-1R)

Sigma1, also known as Sig-1R, or σ1R is a unique cellular 
protein that was recently identified as a potential drug target 
to treat COVID-19. The Sig-1R is one of two sigma receptor 
subtypes; it is a chaperone protein at the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) that modulates calcium signaling through 
the IP3 receptor. In humans, the Sig-1R is encoded by the 
SIGMAR1 gene [62-67]. Receptor binding is one of the 

main determinants of tissue tropism for coronaviruses 
and appears to be an important mediator of COVID-19 
pathophysiology. The CoV spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 plays 
the most important roles in viral binding, fusion and entry, 
and serves as a target for the development of antibodies, 
entry inhibitors, and vaccines. The possible participation of a 
wide range of receptors in the entry of SARS-CoV-2 into cells 
has been hypothesized. A foregoing line of evidence supports 
the hermeneutical notion that the SARS-CoV-2 might enter 
the cell via angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 receptors. 
Presumably, Sig-1R might play a role in the infectivity of SARS-
CoV-2. Previous research has suggested that pharmacological 
manipulation of Sig-1R activity might provide antiviral 
activity, particularly for RNA viruses including hepatitis C 
virus (HCV) and human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV). 
These findings indicate that Sig-1R may also be involved in 
the cellular transmission of SARS-CoV-2, which has a genomic 
structure similar to that of HCV and HIV [68].

Cloperastine Has another Effect: It is an 
Inhibitor of SGLT1

Cloperastine blocks glucose uptake in lung cells 
[20,69,70]. The study of primary human lung cells that were 
infected in the laboratory with SARS-CoV-2 has shown how 
the cells accumulate large amounts of lipid. After infection, 
lung proteins decrease the ability of lung cells to burn 
carbohydrates and fatty acids. Lung cells are not designed to 
retain fat, which could explain some of the severe damage 
to the lungs of COVID-19 patients. The virus depends on the 
absorption of glucose, the production of cholesterol and the 
oxidation of fatty acids.

Cloperastine Efficacy Assessed According to 
Duration of Symptoms

In our study, the duration of symptoms was chosen as 
the outcome measure. However, the duration of symptoms 
is not the main measure of interest in COVID-19 studies. 
Although an average length of hospital stay of 5-14 days has 
been reported, according to differences in admission and 
discharge criteria between countries, age, severity of the 
disease, and the different moments within the pandemic, it is 
known relatively little about the clinical course of COVID-19 
and return to initial health for people with milder ambulatory 
illnesses [71].

Patient-reported outcomes self-assessments of patient 
health status are central to COVID-19 response, recovery, 
and resilience. Thus, in our study the reported duration of 
symptoms was used as an outcome. On the other hand, the 
arithmetic mean of the number of days with symptoms is 
a familiar and intuitively clear concept for the doctor, the 
patient and the health system. Therefore, this symptom 
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duration criterion was chosen because it is more reasonable 
in primary care. Furthermore, the criterion was “conservative 
or modest”: the duration of symptoms until improvement 
or cure <= 13 days (<= the arithmetic mean of the duration 
of symptoms of all patients), it is a low or “modest” level 
of definition of improvement. It has been reported that, in 
general, many people have symptoms for two weeks and 
a few patients more and a few less. Patients with more 
serious illnesses are considered to need care and continue 
to have symptoms such as dyspnea for six weeks or longer. 
In addition, a significant number of previously healthy young 
patients, one in five, do not regain their normal health within 
14 to 21 days after testing positive for the virus. In fact, 
26% have been reported of people ages 18 to 34 who had 
a symptomatic case of COVID-19 had persistent symptoms, 
most commonly coughing, fatigue, and shortness of breath, 
more than two weeks after PCR. That number increased as 
people were aging: 32% of those aged 35 to 49 reported the 
same, along with 47% of those aged 50 and over [72,73].

In our small retrospective study, where the cases and 
controls did not differ by sex or age (< and > 65 years), nor 
by the main symptoms of COVID-19, nor by the frequency 
of chronic diseases (except more diseases of the circulatory 
system (The clinical-epidemiological characteristics of some 
of these patients have already been published previously), no 
statistically significant differences in previous exposure to 
cloperastine were found (used at usual doses as antitussive, 
and prescribed as antitussive) between cases (COVID-19 with 
improvement or cure <= 13 days) and controls (COVID-19 
with improvement or cure> 13 days or death).

Our group of cases differed from that of controls because 
they presented less severity of COVID-19. This fact probably 
reflects that patients with faster improvement or healing 
have less severity of the disease. This can be related to the 
fact that the group of cases presented fewer chronic diseases 
of the circulatory system. On the other hand, the group of 
cases showed a greater number of analgesic treatments; This 
would probably be an artefact, since patients in the control 
group presented greater severity of COVID-19, so they were 
treated more times in the hospital, and in the retrospective 
collection of the treatments based on hospital reports the 
analgesic treatment, is surely omited, with respect to the 
rest of the specialized treatment (antibiotics, antiretrovirals, 
hydroxychloroquine, biological drugs, etc.)

Regular use of Cloperastine; a Natural 
Experiment in Spain

In our retrospective study, cloperastine was not 
prescribed to test its efficacy in COVID-19 (the possibility of 
which was published much more recently than the date the 
majority of patients were treated), but was prescribed as an 

antitussive, which is of common use in Spain as symptomatic 
treatment, supported by clinical guidelines. This fact 
that cloperastine is frequently prescribed and used as an 
antitussive in Spain (furthermore, it is an Over The Counter 
drug, not subject to medical prescription and not funded by 
the health system), and that Spain was the country that had 
the second highest mortality rate in the time of most intense 
outbreak) [74], offers a natural experiment that seems to 
indicate that the efficacy of cloperastine on COVID-19 is at 
least very modest or possibly non-existent. The results of 
our study are compatible with this clinical observation in the 
natural experiment.

Cloperastine, Common Sense and Clinical 
Observation

Our study is including “real world” data with variables 
not initially collected for clinical research purposes; these 
variables were taken for a posterior investigation in a 
case-control design (patients with faster improvement and 
patient without rapid improvement or death, exposed or not 
to the prescription of cloperastine). Despite this argument, 
randomized clinical trials remain the best available 
method to understand the causal relationship between an 
intervention and subsequent evolution at the population 
level for most diseases. But, in the absence of data from 
randomized clinical trials, the evaluation relies on common 
sense and observation. In the context of the global COVID-19 
pandemic, the urgent need for effective treatment has led 
to multiple proposed therapies with plausible mechanisms 
(common sense) and potential benefits. However, our study 
does not show clinical benefit in terms of reduction of days 
of COVID-19 symptoms, in exposed to cloperastine vs. not 
exposed. 

Limitations and Strengths of the Study

This study should be considered a first exploration of 
the subject, and its results should be validated or refuted by 
studies with a more rigorous design (for example, clinical 
trials). There are a number of limitations and strengths that 
must be taken into account:
•	 The study is retrospective, which is often subject to biases 

(errors that affect the observations of an investigation); 
for example, in the collection of data.

•	 The final endpoint (improvement / cure if the duration 
of symptoms were <= than arithmetic mean -13 days), is 
certainly arbitrary. This can be identified as a weakness 
of the study; final endpoint could be no hospitalization 
or not death, or testing negative for active infection or 
positive for antibodies, the impact on viral load, etc. 
However, it is accepted that defining and measuring 
recovery from COVID-19 should be more sophisticated 
than checking for hospital discharge, or having a 
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test negative for active infection or positive test for 
antibodies. In our endpoint criteria, once recovery is 
defined, we can differentiate COVID-19 that quickly goes 
away from the prolonged form [75].

•	 The design and location of the study do not ensure that 
the cases actually complied with the prescription of 
cloperastine, or that it was taken at the appropriate dose 
and time; It could be said that the results are analyzed 
under the principle of «intention to treat» [76].

•	 Cloperastine was prescribed as antitussive (symptomatic 
treatment, not etiological), and it was used at usual 
doses as antitussive. Therefore, the data and results 
of our study cannot be extrapolated to other possible 
interventions with other doses of the drug.

•	 The sample size can be considered small for the 
differences in exposure to cloperastine obtained in 
the case group (50%) and in the control group (39%), 
a sample of 400 cases and 400 controls would have 
been required to be able to find statistically significant 
differences. But, obviously, in that situation, one could 
not speak of clinical significance and practical utility in 
the treatment of COVID-19.

Conclusion

We must avoid the prescription of useless drugs, in general 
and for Covid19 itself. Many useless drugs can change 
immunity and promote iatrogenesis. In the context of GM 
in Toledo (Spain), during the exponential growth phase of 
COVID-19 outbreak (March-May 2020) and the subsequent 
outbreaks (July and August 2020), our study shows no 
clinical benefit, in terms of reduction of days duration of 
COVID-19 symptoms, in exposed to cloperastine vs. not 
exposed. This negative result is compatible with the clinical 
observation of incidence and mortality rates in Spain with 
a high prescription of cloperastine as antitussive. Due to 
the design of the study, this finding should be considered as 
preliminary or exploratory, and it represents only the result 
of clinical observation and common sense, and should be 
confirmed or refuted by clinical trials.
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